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New U.S. Personal Pattern 
Edited from a note from Pat Callis (#2383) 

 
Pat Callis sent along two envelopes which establish 
the user of a new U. S. perfin. The perfin is a crude 
‘5’ used by a collector who enjoys... oh what the 
heck, let’s let him present the explanation.  
Regarding the use of the ‘5’, Bruce Helm (1020 
Seneca St.,#110, Seattle, WA 98101) writes: 
 

“... I use it privately, not commercially. It comes 
from a device called the “Page Check 
Protector”, manufactured by the Page Mfg. Co., 
San Francisco, CA. [The device was] patented in 
1912... 
 
My sister bought it for me for a Christmas  

present about a year and a half ago. She found it 
in an antique shop in this area. I like it because it 
is very portable and the perfins it produces have 
a crude or amateur look to them compared to 
other check perforators. I am not sure if this is a 
very common device or not.. 
 
I am a member of the ‘Local Post Collector’s 
Society”, and run my own local post.” 
 

Bruce’s local post is the “Helm Island Postal 
Colony” and he prints and uses his own stamps for 
this venture.  
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He included a picture of himself holding a circular 
metal (for want of a better word) band which has 11 

perforator dies that puncture, individually, the 
numbers “1” through “0” and the “$” as reproduced.  

 

 
 
As those of you who have read the Beginner’s 
Corner in this issue will instantly recognize, this is a 
perforator with which I am completely unfamiliar. 
However, being foolish this way, I can speculate that 
this perforator may look something like a hand-held 
notary seal with the perforator mechanism replacing 
the seal. One squeeze => one single-number perfin. 
To this point, only the ‘5’ has been seen (and 
Bruce’s letter indicates, has been used) in U. S. 
postage stamps. Unknown at this time, is whether 
the pattern has been used in Bruce’s Helm Island 
Postal Colony stamps. 

 
The two local post stamps used on the covers mailed 
to Pat are very interesting.  
 
In his second note, that in the Apr. 25 cover shown, 
Bruce mentions the Local Post Collectors Society, 
its bi-monthly publication (The Poster), and its 
website www.lopocollector.com. Check out the 
website if you are interested in local post stamps 
(and mention Bruce if you pursue membership.) 

 
 

Holey Bosnia! 
Bob Schwerdt (#505L) 

 
In the past few months holey stamps of Bosnia have 
caused some speculation among certain writers. 
Witness the articles in The Perfins Bulletin and in 
the Trumpeter, the bulletin of the Croatian Philatelic 
Society. 
 
Several reasons have been advanced for the series of 
large holes punched vertically or horizontally in all 
denominations of the 1906 pictorial issue. These 
reasons range from ‘proof’ indicator to the 
destruction of remainders.  
 

 

Pictured here is a ‘hybrid’ holey item: an improperly 
perforated imperforate stamp that also has the large 
holes. (Is this an indication of malfunction of the 
perforator punching the large holes?) It is interesting 
that in my experience there seem to be plenty of the 
1906 issue stamps with large holes, but I have yet to 
discover any other Bosnian issues double punched in 
this manner. 
 
The orange or blue crayon markings seem a trifle 
redundant. Perhaps the crayons were used at first to 
render the stamps invalid. Then, because these 
marks could be lightened or completely removed, 
punch holes were used as a last resort to prevent the 
use of these stamps. I have never seen any 1906 
Bosnian issue lacking punch holes with just crayon 
markings. But those without crayon marks  but with 
punch holes are common.   

 
 

Clubmember’s Ads 
 
Wanted on approval: Precancelled perfins and perfins in Scotts #899, 900 and 901. Your postage and costs for 
any stamps I keep. Francis Stunzi, 37 Smith St., Rouses Point, New York 12979-1602. 
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